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ABSTRACT
M odeling Im age D atabases 
U sing XM L Schem a
by
Min Xu
Dr. Kazem Tagva, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis presents a model for still images in order to support content-based 
querying and browsing by hierarchical tree structures and object relational graphs. 
We use the extensible markup language (XML) schema to illustrate and exemplify 
the proposed model because of its interoperability and flexibity advantages. Of pri­
mary interest is the notion of complex tj’pes and referential integrity to fully describe 
the physical and semantic properties of images. XQuery is used to support query 
processing. We further show how these complex types of XML schema can be used to 
overcome the shortcomings of reported image database descriptions in the literature.
m
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
It is said that an image is worth a thousand words. Images play various and 
significant roles in our daily life. Everyday, both military and civilian equipments 
generate giga-bytes of images.A huge amount of information is out there. However, 
we can not access or make use of the information unless it is organized so as to 
allow eflScient browsing, searching, and retrieval. An “‘Image Database Management 
System’’ (IDBMS) aims to store a large collection of images, and to support efficient 
content-based retrieval of images.
The phrase “‘Database Management System” implies the existence of a formal 
model and an efficient implementation. The formal model represents a mathematical 
notation and a set of operations, whereas the implementation usually refers to index­
ing and query optimization. Readers familiar with relational databases can associate 
sets, relational algebra. B-trees. and various optimization techniques to modeling and 
implementation. Unfortunately, with the exception of a few studies, the phrase “Im­
age Database” points to a collection of images and a few extraction algorithms[40j. 
This model leaves a gap between the definition of Database Management and an 
Image System.
If we isolate feature extraction. Image Databases resemble Information Retrieval 
Systems. Before the database gets populated, various extraction algorithms need to 
be applied to identify/eaiures for indexing[31][58]. One example technique is word ex­
traction using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for subsequent indexing[52j(53]. 
The project VIARS at the University of IUinois[40] is an example of an image database
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2that relies on information retrieval methods such as feedback[17|. Because of the re­
semblance of image databases to both structured databases and information retrieval 
systems, one can consider it to be a system that deals with semi-structured data[2|. 
We believe this may be a good starting place to formalize a model in order to se­
mantically explain the nature of image databases. Our data  model is independent 
of any Description Definition Language(DDL): however, we use extensible Markup 
Language(XML)[l] in the implementation. The use of XXIL is motivated by its rec­
ognized advantages; self-describing capability, intuitive readable format, simplicity, 
and extensibility, which support and add to the powerful features of our description 
schemes. During the presentation of our data model, the use of XML is intended to 
illustrate the use of the proposed description schemes.
In this thesis, we do not discuss details of how to do color indexing, or shape 
indexing, or edge detection, or other similar problems that are basic to extracting 
features from individual images. We assume that a library of routines is available 
for such fundamental tasks, and this is orthogonal to our focus, which is how such 
“tamura texture routines” should be used to analyze and organize a large set of 
images. Indeed, we have designed our model to be extensible if specialized feature 
extraction algorithms are available for identifying different kind of objects in a col­
lection of images, in addition to the built-in library of basic extraction and image 
processing algorithms.
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter I is the Introduction. Chapter 2 
provides a basic introduction of the latest approaches proposed in the research area 
of Content-based Image Retrieval. Chapter 3 covers some background on still image 
modeling, XML DTDs, and XML Schemas. Chapter 4 describes our approach and 
the detailed description of our XML Schema. Chapter 5 shows how this XML schema 
can be queried using XQuery. Chapter 6 is the conclusion and discussion of future 
work.
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CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL
This chapter provides a  comprehensive introduction of the latest approaches pro­
posed in the research area of feature extraction which is the basis of content-based 
image retrieval (CBIR). Since this aspect of the research area grows rapidly, it has 
been difficult for researchers to select individual approaches for this purpose. This 
introduction may provide guidance to the usage of the existing approaches in this 
research area.
Introduction
With the explosive growth of the Internet, it has now become possible to access 
large image repositories distributed throughout the world. Such access is becoming 
increasingly important in a number of applications, including geographic information 
systems, medical systems, surveillance, and web information systems. To meet the 
demand from these applications, flexible querying and browsing of images based on 
their content must be supported. Thus. CBIR has become an active research area. An 
ideal CBIR system is expected to provide an efficient search with satisfiable response 
to the objects that the user seeks.
Content-based image retrieval using lower-level features such as color, texture and 
shape[60] extracted from the image has been well studied. Various image systems 
including QBIC[16j, VisualSeek[48|, and PhotoBook[38} have been built based on 
the lower-level features for general or special image retrieval tasks. Most of the work 
considers an image as a matrix of pixel intensity values and then applies mathematical
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.1: A Typical CBIR System Architecture
analysis on the raw data to extract low-level image features.
Figure 2.1 shows a typical architecture of CBIR system. There are three databases 
in this system architecture. The Image Collection database contains the raw images 
for \isual display purpose. During different stages of image retrieval, different im­
age resolutions may be needed. In that case. Image Compression is needed. Image 
Processing research community contributes to this database.
The Visual Feature database stores the visual features extracted from the images 
using techniques described in the following section. This is the information needed to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
osupport content-based image retrieval. Computer Vision is the research community 
that contributes to this database.
The Text Annotation database contains the key-words and free-text description 
of the images. It is becoming clear in the Image Retrieval commtmity that content- 
based image retrieval is not a replacement of, but rather a complementary component 
to, the text-based Image Retrieval (IR). Only the integration of the two can result 
in satisfactory retrieval performance. The research progress in IR and DBMS is the 
main contribution to this database.
For the purpose of efficiency, an effective multi-dimensional indexing module is an 
indispensable part of the system. This module is pushed forward by Computational 
Geometry, Databases Management, and Pattern Recognition research communities.
The retrieval engine module includes a query interface submodule and a query 
processing submodule. When a query submitted by the user through the query in­
terface, a feature vector will be generated and compared with the feature vectors of 
the images in the databases by some similarity measurements, and similar images 
will be returned to the user. The user can refine the query by providing feed-back 
information. This techniques is advanced by Database Management community.
In all, integration of various disciplines, of multiple information sources, and of 
human and computer will lead a successful CBIR system.
In this thesis, we will focus on the aspects of image feature extraction and query 
processing, which are the basis of CBIR systems. The image features refer to the 
descriptive parameters that are extracted from the images which interpret the content 
of the image. A query consists of operations on the extracted instantiations, i. e the 
summary three schema[56]. In the following sections, we will classify the state of the 
art techniques based on their functionality.
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Features
Feature (content) extraction is the basis of content-based image retrieval. In a 
broad sense, features may include both text-based features(keywords. annotations, 
etc.) and visual features (color, texture, shape, etc.). The text-based features can be 
extracted using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for subsequent indexing[52][55|. 
In this chapter, we will confine ourselves to the techniques of visual features extrac­
tion. Within the visual features scope, features can be further classified as general 
features and domain-specific features. The former includes color, texture and shape 
features, while the latter is application dependent and may include, for example, 
human faces, finger prints and medical x-rays. Domain-specific features may involve 
domain knowledge which we will not have enough space to cover in this thesis. There­
fore. the remainder of this chapter will concentrate on general features which can be 
used in most applications.
Because of perception subjectivity, there does not exist a single best presentation 
for a given feature. As we willsoon see. for any given feature, there exist multiple 
representations which characterize the feature from different perspectives.
Color
Color features axe widely used in CBIR systems not only because they are straight 
forward but also because they are relatively effective to represent the content of 
images. They are relatively robust to background complication and independent of 
image size and orientation. Some representative studies of color perception can be 
found in[32l[34l[59l.
The color histogram is a popular image feature which has been exploited by many 
CBIR systems. Color histograms statistically estimate the probability of occurrence 
of various colors in an image by counting the number of pixels of each color, thus 
defining the color distribution of that image. It is assumed that similar images should 
have similar color distribution. Swain and Ballard proposed Histogram Intersection,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
a LI metric, as the similarity measure for the color histogram[51|. To take into 
account the similarities between similar but not identical colors. Ioka[22| and Niblack 
et al. [35j introduced a L2-related metric in comparing the histograms. Furthermore, 
considering that most color histograms are very sparse and thus sensitive to noise. 
Strieker and Orengo proposed to use the cumulated color histogram. Their research 
results demonstrated the advantages of the proposed approach over the conventional 
color histogram approach[49].
Besides the color histogram, several other color feature representations have been 
applied in CBIR, including color moments and color sets. To overcome the quanti­
zation effects as in color histogram, Strieker and Orengo proposed to use the color 
moments approach[49). The mathematical foundation of this approach is concen­
trated on the low-order moments, only the first moment (mean), and the second and 
third central moments (variance and skewness) were extracted as the color feature rep­
resentation. Weighted Euclidean distance was used to calculate the color similarity.
To facilitate fast search over large-scale image collections. Smith and Chang pro­
posed color sets as an approximation to color histogram[47j[45j. They first transform 
the (R.G.B) color space into a perceptually uniform space, such as HSV. and then 
quantized the transformed color space into M bins. A color set is defined as a selection 
of the colors from the quantized color space. Because color set feature vectors were 
binary, a  binary search tree was constructed to allow fast search. The relationship 
between the proposed color sets and the conventional color histogram was further 
discussed[47] [45].
Texture
Together with color, texture is a powerfid discriminating feature, presenting itself 
almost everywhere in nature. Texture in images has been recognized as an important 
aspect of human visual perception[57|- As discussed by Tamura et al.[57], main 
textural features include:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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•  Contrast', measures the vividness of the texture. Contrast is a function of gray- 
level distribution. Some factors influencing the contrast are dynamic range of 
gray-levels, polarization of the distribution of black and white on the gray-level 
histogram, and sharpness of edges.
•  Directionality: measures the “peakedness” of the distribution of gradient direc­
tions in the image. Directionality involves both element shape and placement 
rule.
•  Coarseness: measure the scale of texture. When two patterns differ only in 
scale, the magnified one is coarser.
These textural features of images contain the main visual characteristics of images 
that can be utilized in image clustering and retrieval. Different methods for defining 
texture were proposed to model natural texture features. These approaches include 
the use of Fourier transforms[50], fractals[30|, random mosaic models[4|[18|. mathe­
matical morphology[12j, syntactic methods, and linear models[ll). One method in 
texture feature extraction is to pass a filter over the images and use the variance of 
the pixels covered by the filter as the value of pixels in the texture image[3][7)[23].
Smith and Chang used the statistic mean and variance extracted from the Wavelet 
subbands as the representation of texture. This approach achieved over 90% accuracy 
on the 112 Brodatz texture images[46].
More recently, Ma and Manjtmath[28] evaluated the texture image annotation by 
various Wavelet transform representations, including orthogonal and bi-orthogonal 
Wavelet transforms, the tree-structured Wavelet transform, and the Gabor Wavelet 
transform. They found that the Gabor transform was the best among the tested 
candidates, which matched the human vision study results[48|.
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Shape
Shape is one of the most important features for describing the content of an image. 
However, it is the most challenging one.
In general, the shape representations can be divided into two categories, boundary- 
based and region-based. The former uses only the outer boundary of the shape while 
the latter uses the entire shape region[41). The most successful representatives for 
these two categories are the Fourier Descriptor and Moment Invariant. The main idea 
of Fourier Descriptor is to use the Fourier transform boundary as the shape feature. 
To take into account the digitization noise in the image domain. Rui et al. proposed 
a modified Fourier Descriptor which is both robust to noise and invariant to geomet­
ric transfbrmation[41j. The main idea of Moment Invariants is to use region-based 
moments, which are invariant to transformations, as the shape feature. In[20], Hu 
identified seven such moments. Based on his work, many improved versions emerged. 
In [24], a framework of algebraic curves and invariants is proposed to represent com­
plex objects in cluttered scene by parts or patches. Polynomial fitting is done to 
represent local geometric information, from which geometric invariants are used in 
object matching and recognition.
Some recent work in shape representation and matching include the Finite Element 
Method(FEM)[39], the Turning Function[5], and Wavelet Descriptors[IO]. In [26], Li 
and Ma showed that the Geometric Moments method(region-based) and the Fourier 
Descriptor( boundary-based) were related by a simple linear transformation. In[33], 
Babu et al. compared the performance of boundary based representation(chain code. 
Fourier Descriptor, UNL Fourier Descriptor), region based representations(Moment 
Invariants, Zemike moments, pseudo-Zemike moments), and combined representa- 
tions( Moment Invariants and the Fourier Descriptor, Moment Invariants and the 
UNL Fourier Descriptor). These experiments showed that the combined represen­
tations outperformed simple representation.
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Color Layout
Although the global color feature is simple to calculate and can provide reasonable 
discriminating power in CBIR, it tends to give too many false positives when the image 
collection is large. Many research results suggested that using color layout (both color 
feature and spatial relations) is a better solution to CBIR.
In[21], Huang et al. proposed a color correlogram based color layout represen­
tation. They first constructed a color cooccurence matrix and then used the auto- 
correlogram and correlogram as the similarity measures. Their experimental results 
showed that this approach was more robust than the conventional Color Histogram 
approach in the terms of retrieval accuracy[21}.
Along the same line of the Color Layout feature, the layout of texture and other 
visual features can also be constructed to facilitate more advanced Image Retrieval.
Region-based CBIR
CBIR systems typically rely on global properties of images based on low level 
features such as color and texture. Query by example may fail in the situations 
where global features cannot capture local v’ariation in the image. As a result, 
region-based retrieval is supported by some systems such as Blobworld[9). Netra[29|. 
SIMPLIcity[27].
A region-based image retrieval system applies image segmentation to decompose 
an image into regions which correspond to objects if the segmentation is perfect. Since 
objects are identified, it is relatively easy for the system to recognize similar objects 
in different images. Thus the retrieval is more semantics-oriented. However, since 
accurate image segmentation is still an open problem, these systems tend to have 
the problem of over segmentation, which means partitioning one object into several 
regions with none of them being the representative for an object, thus degrading the 
performance of the ^rstem. Region-based image retrieval includes the following basic 
steps:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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•  Images are segmented into several regions;
•  Visual features are extracted for each region;
•  The image content is represented by the set of region features;
•  At the query' time, features are first extracted from either the query image, a 
user-provided sketch, or a region of a segmented image. Then these features are 
matched against features which represent images in the database.
Query
What kinds of query are users likely to pose to an image database? To answer 
this question in depth requires a detailed knowledge of users’ needs - why users seek 
images, what use they make of the images, and how they judge the utility of the 
image they retrieve. According to[14j, not enough research has yet been reported to 
answer these questions with any certainty. Common sense evidence suggests that still 
images are required for a variety of reasons, including:
•  illustration of text articles, conveying information or emotions difficult to de­
scribe in words.
•  display of detailed data (such as radiology) for analysis.
•  formal recording of design data (such as architectural plans) for later uses.
Access to a desired image from a repository might involve a search for images describ­
ing specific types of objects or scenes, evoking a particular mood, or simply containing 
a specific texture or pattern. Potentially, images have many types of attributes which 
could be used for retrieval, including:
•  the presence of a particular combination of color, texture or shape features (e.g. 
red cars);
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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•  the presence or arrangement of specific types of objects (e.g.a person around a 
car);
•  the description of a particular type of event (e.g. a football match):
•  the presence of named individuals. locations, or events (e.g. the President 
greeting a crowd);
•  subjective emotions one might associate with the image (e.g. happiness);
•  meta-data, such as who created the image, where and when.
Each listed query type (with the exception of the last) represents a higher level of 
abstraction than its predecessor, and each is more difficult to answer without refer­
ence to some body of external knowledge. This leads naturally to a classification of 
query types into three levels of increasing complexity[l3l:
Level 1 comprises retrieval by primitive features such as color, texture, shape or 
the spatial location of image elements. Elxamples of such queries might include “find 
pictures with a person standing at the left side of a car.” “find images containing 
yellow stars arranged in a ring”- or most commonly “find more pictures that look like 
this.” This level of retrieval uses features (such as a given shade of yellow) which are 
both objective, and directly derivable from the images themselves, without the need 
to refer to any external knowledge base. Its use is largely limited to specialist appli­
cations such as trademark registration, identification of drawings in a design archive, 
or color matching of fashion accessories.
Level 2 comprises retrieval by derived (sometimes known as logical) features, involv­
ing some degree of logical inference about the identity of the objects described in the 
image. Examples of such queries might include “find pictures of a red bus” or “find 
a picture of the Great Wall.”
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To answer queries at this level, reference to some outside store of knowledge is 
normally required. In the first example above, some prior understanding is necessary 
to identify an object as a bus rather than a car; in the second example, one needs the 
knowledge that a specific individual structure has been given the name “the Great 
Wall.” Search criteria at this level are usually still reasonably objective. This level of 
query is more generally encountered than level 1 - for example, most queries received 
by newspaper picture libraries appear to faU into this overall category .
Level 3 comprises retrieval by abstract attributes, involving a significant amount of 
high-level reasoning about the meaning and purpose of the objects or scenes described. 
The query examples are “find pictures of Britney Spears singing" and “find a picture 
describing suffering.”
Success in answering queries at this level can require some sophistication on the 
part of the searcher. Complex reasoning, and often subjective judgment, can be 
required to make the link between image content and the abstract concepts it is 
required to illustrate. Queries at this level, though perhaps less common than level 
2. are often encountered in both newspaper and art libraries. The most significant 
gap at present lies between levels 1 and 2. Many authors[19] refer to levels 2 and 3 
together as semantic image retrieval, and hence the gap between levels 1 and 2 as the 
semantic gap.
Our model using XQuey query language supports semantic query, even meta-data 
query, which will be described in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3 
MODELING BACKGROUND
Data Model and Image Database 
Data modeling is an integral part of any database project. Many approaches 
such as Entity-Relationship Diagrams[25}, IDEF1X[8|, and Object Oriented[25{[Iol 
methods are applied to model a database implementation. Due to the nature of im­
age properties, it is a more difficult task to describe and model an image database. 
Currently image retrieval systems have many important limitations. Many are spe­
cialized for a particular class of images and/or queries. The more general systems 
support relatively weak querying by content (e.g. by color, texture or shape), but 
with no deep understanding of the structure of the image. Few have addressed the 
issue of truly large collections of images, and how the imderijdng techniques scale. 
Some of the widely publicized image modeling tools are MPEG-7[36j[6|, Summary 
Tree[43l[42j, and UCDL[37|. Among these, the most prominent is MPEG-7 which 
describes an image (or more generally a medium) as a set of image objects related 
by object hierarchies and entity-relation graphs. The structure of image objects is 
similar to summary trees as defined by Shaft and Ramakrishman[42|. The object 
hierarchies and entity-relationship graphs essentially capture the information which 
is described by the object relation graphical notation of UCDL[37j.
14
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Extensible Markup Language (XA/IL)
Among the various MPEG-7 requirements, the flexibility and extensibility re­
quirements are critical for widespread acceptance of MPEG-7 in many application 
domains. MPEG-7 proposes the use of XML[1] to satisfy these requirements: a brief 
historical overview of X^IL leading to the justification of its use in our proposal is 
presented next.
The standard generalized markup language (SGML. IS08879) is a standard lan­
guage for defining and using document formats. SGML allows documents to be 
self-describing, i.e.. they describe their own grammar by specifying the tag set used 
in the document and the structural relationships that those tags represent. However, 
full SGML contains many optional features that are not needed for Web applications 
and have proven to be too complex to current vendors of Web browsers. The World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has created an SGML Working Group to build a set 
of specifications to make it easy and straightforward to use the beneficial features 
of SGML on the Web[l]. This subset, called XML (extensible Markup Language), 
retains the key SGML advantages in a language that is designed to be vastly easier 
to learn, use. and implement than full SGML.
A major advantage of using XML is that it allows the data to be self-describing, 
in the sense that they combine the description and the structure of the data (e.g. for 
feature descriptors) into our multimedia description schemes in a highly modular and
extensible way. We will see an example in the next section.
Image Description
Consider the image in Figure 3.1. Following the approach given in[36|, the image 
has objects 0 (the photograph), I (Becky), 2 (Jane), 3 (Car), and 4 (People). This
image object set is described using XML as follows:
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Figure 3.1: Image and Image Objects
BeiongsTo [mageImage Objects
Figure 3.2: Image and Image Objects
<image-objects>
<image-object id="0" type ="global"> <!— 
<im age-object id="l" type ="local"> <!-- 
<image-object id="2" type ="local"> <!-- 
<image-object id="3" type ="local"> <!— 
<im age-object id="4" type ="local"> <!-- 
< /image-objects>
Photograph 
Becky — > 
Jame — > 
Car — > 
People — >
--- >
Recent Work
Most recent work in image database modeling uses X^IL to describe image databases 
without capturing obvious constraints. There is a relationship belongs-to between an 
image and its im age-objects as shown in figure 3.2. Each image has several image 
objects but each image object belongs to a single image. This is known as a key con­
straint in database terminology. However, the key constraint does not guarantee that
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each image object occurs in a relationship of this kind. In other words, ever}' image 
object in the database must belong to an image. This is known as the participation 
constraint^b\. These constraints generally can be enforced by key and foreign key 
constraints. Unfortunately, these constraints are impossible to describe in XML. thus 
they are omitted in image database literature. A restricted version of key and foreign 
key constraints can be enforced using types ID. ID RDF. and ID REFS in XML DTDs. 
Consequently, most authors describe their models using DTDs.
One shortcoming of DTDs is the lack of the ability to define complex types. In 
a DTD. you don't have a whole lot of choices for constraining the allowable content 
of your elements and attributes. One can not specify that a position descriptor must 
have a Boat representation within a certain range. Another example of type problems 
is the inability to enforce certain order among objects (e.g. Becky is to the left of 
Jane). The ability to enforce certain constraints together with the freedom to define 
complex types are the main reasons for the development of the XML Schema[25).
In the next chapter, we will describe our model using X\IL schema complex types 
equipped with examples of key and foreign key constraints. We will show how we use 
the complex type constructs to overcome the shortcomings previously encountered 
when modeling an image database.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY TREE, OBJECT RELATIONAL GRAPH. AND XML SCHMA
Why Use XML Schema for Data?
XML Schema not only have the strong typing for elements and attributes which 
we talked about in the last chapter, but also has a key mechanism that is directly 
analogous to relational database foreign keys. If you have ever attempted to describe 
a relational database with a complex relationship map using a DTD. you have likely 
had to use the ID-IDREF pointing mechanism. However. IDs and IDREFs have 
their own weakness: IDs must be unique across the entire document, and ID REF 
declarations do not specify- the type of element cm instance of the ID REF attribute 
must reference. XML Schema provide a way to specify these pointing relationships in 
much the same way that foreign-key relationships are declared in relational databases.
We will use two graphical representations to fully describe image content. Al­
though both representations are previously used in the literature, our description of 
these representations in XML schema is new. In the next chapter, we will show how 
this schema can be used for query purposes using standard XPath and XQuery.
Summary Tree Schema
The purpose of a summary tree is to decompose an image into image objects[44]. 
An image object refers to one or more arbitrary regions of an image, so it can be 
continuous or discontinuous in space. In particular, one of the image objects is the 
image itself. Each object is described by four high level visual, media, spatial, and
18
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Objectl Object! ObjectN
Visual Media 1 Spatial User Defined
Futures Fieatures | Features 1 Features
Text 
Annotation
FonnatTexture Location KesoluQon Position Orientation
Color Dominate Contour I
Historgram Color ! ChainCodc | Fourier Tamura Gabor
Figure 4.1: Summary Tree
user-defined features. Each of these features are further described in terms of other 
properties as depicted in the summtiry tree of Figure 4.1. For example, the visual 
feature is described by co lo r, shape, and te x tu re . The feature co lo r is further 
described by color histograms, dominate color, etc. Table 4.1 provides a possible list 
of descriptors for color, texture, and shape features.
In order to fiilly describe this summary tree in an XML schema, we will first define 
a  complex type for image as follows:
<complexType name=" imageType " >
<sequenc6>
<element name*"object" type=objectType" minOccurs="l"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
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Features D escrip to rs
Color Color Histogram, Dominant Color, Color Coherence Vector. 
Visual Sprite Color
Texture Tamura,Edge Direction Histogram, DCT CoeflBcient Energies. 
Visual Sprite Texture, MASR
Shape Binary Mask, Chroma Key, Symmetry, Polygon Shape. Orientation 
Boundary Size, Bounding box. Contour Chain Code. Fourier Shape
Table 4.1: Examples of Visual Features
<attribute name="imagelD" type*"integer"/>
</complexType>
This says that an image has one or more objects and an attribute imagelD of 
type integer will serve as the key of the image. Each object has four features and one 
key as described by the following XML:
<complexType name*"objectType">
<sequence>
<element name="visualFeatures" type*"visualType" maxOccurs*"l"/> 
<element name="mediaFeatures" type*"mediaType" maxOccurs*"l"/> 
<element name*"spatialFeatures" type*"spatialType" maxOccurs*"1"/> 
<element name*"UDTFeatures" type*"UDTlype" maxOccurs*"!"/>
</sequence)
<attribute name*"objectID" type*"integer"/)
</complexType)
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Next, we need to enforce the relationship between the image and image objects 
by key and foreign key constraints as foUows:
<element name*" image" type*"imageType">
<key name*" imagePK">< !— image Primary Key— >
<selector xpath*".//image"/)
<field xpath*"OimageID"/)
</key)
</element)
<element name*"object" type*"objectType")
<key name*"objectPK")<!— object Primary Key— )
<selector xpath*".//object"/)
<field xpath="fflobjectID"/)
</key)
<keyref name*"objectFK" refer*"imagePK")<!— object Foreign Key— ) 
<selector xpath*".//object"/)
<field xpath*"OimageID"/)
</keyref)
</element)
The above key constraint addresses the problem we pointed out in Chapter 3. This 
XML code does not capture the total participation as was discussed in Chapter 3. The 
necessary modification for total participation is in the complete schema of Appendix 
A. In Chapter 3 we also pointed out two other problems that we can overcome using 
X^IL Schema. One of the advantages of using XML Schema is the ability to choose 
one and only one of many choices provided by the system. For example, we may
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want to choose one specific routine for feature extraction. This can be done using the 
choice constructor as follows:
<complexType name*"colorType"><!— color descriptors— >
<choice minOccurs=maxOccurs=l>
<element name*"colorHistorgram" type*"colorHistorgramType"/> 
<element name*"dominantColor" type*"dominantColorType"/>
<element neune*"colorCoherence" type*"colorCoherenceType/) 
<element name*"vector" type*"vectorType"/>
</choice>
</complexType>
As we pointed out in Chapter 3, there is also no way to specify that the position 
descriptors are valid representations of a float within a given range in DTDs.
The XML Schema remedied this situation by making strong typing available in its 
specification. In our model, we scale an image to a  [0.0.1.0] scale. VVe can define a new 
simple data type “coordinateType” which is analogous to the built-in type defined in 
traditional database management systems that will overcome the float representation 
problem:
<simpleType name*"coordinateType" base*"float">
<minlnclusive value*"0.0">
<maxlnclusive value*"1.0">
</simpleType>
Finally, we complete our schema by describing the summary tree in Appendix A.
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JaneImage People
las Left of
Car Becky
Figure 4.2: Elxample of Object-Reiation Graph 
In the next section, we will develop our schema for the object-relation graph.
Object-reiation Graph Schema 
Some spatial relationships can be deduced from spatial features. For example, 
in 3.1. the normalized centers of Jane and Becky are (0.2. 0.5) and (0.7. 0.5), respec­
tively. From these coordinates we can conclude that Becky is to the left o f Jane. In 
general, it may be very difficult to automatically capture this kind of relationship. 
This is the reason, what we need another stnicture to describe more semantic in­
formation. A good way of modeling relationships among image objects is by using 
an object-reiation graph. In this structure, objects and relationships are represented 
using circles and arrows, respectively. Arrows with rectangles represent lab e led  rela­
tionships while arrows with no rectangles represent inheritance. Figure 4.2 describes 
some of the obvious relationships of the photograph in Figure 3.1.
In order to describe the fact that Becky is to the left of Jane, we can define a new 
complex type using the sequence constructor as follows:
<complexType name="LeftofType">
<sequence>
<element name=“o b je c tl"  type="objectTupleType"/>
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R ela tion  T ypes R ela tions
Spatial Top of. Bottom of. Right of. Left of. Upper Right of. 
Upper Left of. Lower Right of. Lower Left of
Semantics Same as. Related to. Belongs to. Has
Table 4.2: Ebcamples of Relation Types
<element name="object2" type="objectTupleType" />
</sequence>
</complexType>
The sequence tag is used to specify that the elements objectl. and object2 must 
occur in the given order explicitly. This is a crucial point when compared with the 
following implied order as described in MPEG-7:
<entity_relation_graph>
< e n tity _ re la tio n > < !-sp a tia l, d ire c tio n  e n ti ty  r e la t io n —>
< re la tio n  type="SPATIALDIRECTIOMAL">Left o f< /re la tio n >  
<entity_node id="ETNl" object_ref="01"/>
<entity_node id="ETN2" object_ref="Q2"/>
</e n tity _ re la tio n >
</en t i ty _ r e la t  ion_graph>
Examples of other relation types are given in Table 4.2. The complete schema for 
the object-reiation graph is shown in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 5 
QUERY PROCESSING 
XML Quer\'
Queries are processed based on similarity concept. In content-based image re­
trieval similarity means the proximity of feature(s) selected to describe images, re­
gions or objects. Similarity is a function of a distance metric defined for every feature 
in the feature space. In general more than one feature can participate in posing a 
quer>‘. Then, for each feature, some suitable threshod of proximity has to be defined. 
Typically, users pose a query to find images that show dissimilarity in feature space 
not greater that a given threshold. Additionally, the 'importance" of each feature 
can be set in query. For example, we can issue a query to find images with similar 
color histograms to <0.3.0.4,0.3....> or find all images similar to a particular image. 
Typically, queries of similarity type have their own user defined functions. One im­
mediate advantage of our XML schema is that we can consider the image database 
as a collection of XML documents. Each document represents the description of an 
image. This representation naturally fits into the query processing capabilities of 
XML query languages such as XPath. XSLT. XQL and XQuery[25|.
XPath is a language for addressing parts of an XML document, designed to be 
used by both XSLT and XPointer.
The XSLT pattern language provides a very understandable way to describe a class 
of nodes to process. It is declarative rather than procedural. One simply describes 
the types of nodes to look for using simple pattern modeled after directory notation.
25
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For example, image/car means find car elements contained in image elements.
XQL (XML Query Language) provides a natural extension to the XSLT pattern 
language. It builds upon the capabilities XSLT provides for identifying classes of 
nodes, by adding Boolean logic, filters, indexing into collections of nodes, and more.
XQuery is a query language that uses the structure of XML intelligently and can 
express queries across aU these kinds of data, whether physically stored in XML or 
viewed as XML via middleware. Now big companies such IBM. Oracle and Microsoft 
try to integrate XQuery to their databases.
XQuery and Image Retrieval 
By nature, XQuery is a boolean query language: it specifies which attributes 
in the metadata description should be equal to which values given by the user(e.g. 
title= “NB.A Match'’). A document either matches the query or it does not match the 
query.
An important query for use in CBIR is the one that returns all for a given Objec- 
tlD. The query will be used by the off-line personalization module. The results will 
be returned as an XML string bordered by '< Results> 'and ‘< /R esults>’:
<Results>
FOR $c DÎ document ("http://WWW. isri.unlv.edu/images .xml")//image
WHERE $c C«ID= ‘64574’]
RETURN $c/imagelD 
</Results>
Another example, (asking for all cars from 2000 made by Toyota) typically will be 
constructed by the User Interface in this way:
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<Results>
FOR $c IN document ("http://WWW.isri.unlv.edu/images, xml")//image
WHERE $c //CarMake= “ Toyota’’
AND $c//Year= “ 2000“
RETURN $c/imageID 
</Results>
In addition to this 'exact match’ we want to support 'similarity matching’ which 
is the most common query in CBIR. Consider the query to retrieve all images similar 
to the image with imagelD equal to 53795. We can formulate this query in XQuery 
using the pre-defined “distanceFromExample” function as follows:
<Results>
FOR $c IN document("http://www.isri.unlv.edu/images.xml")//image 
WHERE distanceFromExample($c,‘53795,’ [coarsness, contrast, orientation]
, <0.2,0.7,0.1>, ’tamura’) .<. 0.5
RETURN $c/imagelD 
<Results>
The variable $c ranges over the images which are obtained using the function 
document (). The example image is specified by the imagelD 53795 and compared 
with the image as specified by the first argument of the function distanceFromExample. 
The third argument of the distance function is a list of values that should be taken 
into account when d e te rm ining  the similarity. This example query asks for images 
that are similar in texture with respect to coarseness, contrast and orientation.
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The fourth argument is the weight vector indicating the relative importance of the 
third vector argument of the distance function. The sum of the weight vector should 
be one. In this example, contrast is more important than coarseness or orientation. 
There are various methods to calculate similarity matching. The fifth argument 
specifies the method to use is “tamura.” Finally the result of the function is matched 
against the threshold of 0.5.
Another interesting way of reformulating the query’ is to use the SORTBY function 
of XQuery to produce a ranked list as follows:
<Results>
FOR $c IN document("http ://*ww.isri.unlv.edu/images.xml") //image 
RETURN <Results dist=distanceFromExample($c,‘53795’,
[coarsness,contrast,orientation],<0.2,0.7,0.1>,‘tamura’)> $c 
</Results>
SORTBYCCdist)
</Results>
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION
We have given a detailed XML Schema to describe an image database system. 
The schema uses key and foreign key constraints to enforce database integrity. The 
schema also uses the strong type capabilities of XML Schema to overcome certain 
shortcomings of typical DTDs that have been used in the literature. This schema is 
used to represent a collection of images as a collection of XML documents in order 
to allow query processing using standard XML query’ languages such as XQuery.
Our schema can be easily extended to other modeling techniques such as MPEG-7. 
Our schema is currently being used to model a collection of still images for patients’ 
medical records [54).
29
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APPENDIX A 
XML IMAGE SCHEMA
<!— Summarythree description— >
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:sid="http://www.isri.unlv.edu/name/sid" 
TargetNameSpace="http://www.isri.unlv.edu/name/sid">
<element name="image" type="imageType">
<key name=" imagePK" X Î — image Primary Key— >
<selector xpath=".//image"/>
<field xpath="(DimageID"/>
</key>
</element>
<complexType name="imageType">
<sequence>
<element name="object" Type=objectType" minOccurs="l"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
<attribttte name="imagelD " type="interger"/>
</contplexType>
30
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<element name="object" type="objectType">
<key name="objectPK"><!— object Primary Key— >
<selector xpath=".//object"/>
<field xpath="fiobjectID"/>
</key>
<keyref name="objectFK" refer="belongsPK"><!— object Foreign Key— > 
<selector xpath=".//belongs"/>
<field xpath="flobjectID"/>
</keyref>
</element>
<!—  definition of belongsto relation to enforce "total participation"— >
<element name="belongsTo" type="belongsToType">
<key name="belongsPK"><!— Belongsto Primary key— >
<selector xpath=".//belongs"/>
<field xpath="flobjectID"/>
</key>
<keyref name="belongsFKl" refer="imagePK"><[— belongsto Foriegn Keyl— > 
<selector rpatb=".//belongs"/>
<field rpath.="<BimageID"/>
</keyref>
<keyref name="belongsFK2" refer="objectPK"xî— belongsto Foriegn Key2— > 
<selector xpath=".//belongs"/>
<field xpatli="fiobjectID"/>
</keyref>
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</element>
<complexType name="obj ectType">
<sequence>
<element name="visualFeatures" type="visualType" maxOccurs="l"/> 
<element naune="mediaFeatures" type="mediaType" maxOccurs="l"/> 
<elemen.t name=" spat ialFeatures" t ype=" spat ialType " maxOccurs=" 1" /> 
<element name="UDTFeatures" type="UDTType" maxOccurs="l"/> 
</sequence>
<attribute name="objectID" type="interger"/>
</complexType>
<complexType name="visualType">< !— Visuaü. Features— >
<sequence>
<element name="color" type="colorType" maxOccurs="l"/>
<element name="shape" type="shapeType" maxOccurs="1"/>
<element naune="texture" type="textureType" maxOccurs="l"/> 
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="mediaType"><!—  media Features— >
<sequnce>
<element name="format" type="string"/>
<element name="location" type="locationType"/>
<element name="size" type="byte"/>
<element name="resolution" type="resolution"/>
</seqonce>
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</complexType>
<complexType n.ame="spatialType"> <!— spatial Features— >
<sequnce>
<element name="position" type="positionType"/>
<element n.anie=orieiitation." type="float"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType uame="UDTType"><!—  user defined Features— >
<element name="textAnotation" type="string"/>
<element name="keyword" type="string"/>
</complexType>
<complexType name="colorType"><!— color descriptors— >
<choice minOccurs=maxOccurs=l>
<element name="colorHistorgram" type="colorHistorgraniType"/> 
<element name="dominateColor" type="dominateColorType"/>
<element name®"colorCoherence" type="colorCoherenceType/> 
<element name="vector" type="vectorType"/>
</choice)
</complexType)
<complexType name®"shapeType"><!— shape descriptors— >
<choice minOccurs=maxOccurs="1">
<element name®"boundingBox" type="boundingBoxType"/>
<element name®"binaryMask" type="binaryMaskType"/>
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<element name®"chromaKey" type®"chromaKeyType"/>
<element name="polygonShape" type="polygonShapeType"/>
<element name®"contonrChainCode" type®"contourChainType"/> 
</choice>
</complexType)
<complexType name®"textureXype"><5—  texture descriptors— >
<choice minOccurs=maxOccurs"=l">
<element name®"tamura" type®"tamuraType"/>
<element name="Historgram" type®"HistorgramType"/>
<element name®"MSAR" type®"MSARType"/>
</choice>
</complextType>
<!— in every feature descriptors, we show one example— >
<simpleType name®"ArrayofFloat" base®"float" derivedBy="list"/> 
<length value®"166"/>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name®"ArrayofInteger" base®"integer" derivedBy®"list"/> 
<length value®"16"/>
</simpleType>
<simpleType name®"MatrixofFloat" base®"ArrayofFloat/)
<dim value="4 16"/)
</simpleType)
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<simpleType name®"colorHistorgramType" type®"ArrayofFloat"x/simpleType> 
<s implwType name®"dominâteColorType" type"MatrixofFloat"></s impleType) 
<simpleType name®"contourChainType" type®"ArrayofInteger"X/simpleType>
<complexType name®"tamuraType>
<sequence>
<element name®"coarseness" type®"float"/>
<element name®"contrast" type®"float"/)
<element name®"orientation" type="float"/)
</sequence)
</complexType)
<simpleType name®"locationType")
<restriction base®"string")
<pattem vlaue®"/ [[a-z, 0-9] */]* [a-z, 0-9] ♦ - jpg"/)
</restriction)
</simpleType)
<complexType name®"resolutionType")
<sequence)
<element name®"width" type®"integer"/)
<element name®"height" type®"integer"/)
</sequnce)
</complexType)
<simpleType name®"coordinateType" base®"float")
<minlnclusive value="0.0")
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<maxln.clusive value="1.0">
</simpleType)
<complexType name®"pos itionType">
<sequence>
<element name="x-coordinate" type®"coordinateType"/> 
<element name="y-coordinate" type®"coordinateType"/> 
</sequence)
</complexType)
</schema)
<!—  end of summarythree schema— )
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APPENDIX B 
OBJECT-RELATIONAL GRAPH SCHEMA
<?xml version="1.0"?>
Ochema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:sid="http://www.isri.unlv.edu/name/sid"
TsurgetNameSpace®"http ://www.isri.unlv.edu/name/sid">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element name®"objectRelation" type="objectRelationType"/> 
</sequence>
</complexType)
<complexType naune®"objectRelationType")
<sequence)
<element name®"semanticRelation" type®"semanticRelationType"/) 
<element name®"spatiailRelation" type®"spatialRelationType"/) 
</sequence)
</complextType)
<complexType name®"semanticRelationType"/)
<sequence)
<element name®"SameAs" type®"SameAsType"/)
<element name®"RelatedTo" type®"RelatedToType"/)
37
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<element name="BelongsTo" type="BelongsToType"/>
<element name="Consistof" type="ConsistOfType"/>
<element name®"IsA" type®"IsAType"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name®"spatialRelationType"/>
<choice min0ccurs="0" maxOccurs®"!"
<element name®"TopGf" type®"TopOfType"/>
<element name®"BottomOf" type®"BottomofType"/>
<element name="RightOf" type="RightOfType"/>
<element name®"LeftOf" type®"LeftOfType"/>
<element name="UpperRigb.tOf" type="UpperRigh.tOfType " />
<element name®"Lo*erLeftOf" type="LowerLeftOfType"/>
<element name®"Within" type®"WithinType"/>
<element name®"Contain" type="ContainType"/>
</choice>
</complexType>
<complextType name®"IsAType">
<sequence>
<element name®"objectl" type®"obj ectType"/>
<element name®"object2" type®"obj ectType"/>
</sequence)
</complexType)
<complextType name®"SameAsType")
<sequence)
<element name®"objectl" type®"objectType"/)
<element name="object2" type®"objectType"/)
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</sequence>
</complexType>
<complextType name®"RelatedToType">
<sequence>
<element name®"objectl" type®"objectType"/)
<element name®"object2" type®"objectType"/)
</sequence)
</complexType)
<complextType name®"BelongsToType")
<sequence)
<element name®"objectl" type®"objectType"/)
<element name®"object2" type®"objectType"/)
</sequence)
</complexType)
<complextType name®"ConsistofType)
<sequence)
<element name®"objectl" type®"objectType"/)
<element name®"object2" type="objectType"/)
</sequence)
</complexType)
<complextType name®"TopOfType")
<sequence)
<element name®"objectl" type®"objectType"/)
<element name®"object2" type®"objectType"/)
</sequence)
</complexType)
<complextType name="BottomOfType " )
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<sequence>
<elemeat name="objectl" type="objectType"/>
<elemeat name="object2" type="objectType"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complertType name="RightOfType">
<sequence>
<element name="objectl" type="objectType"/>
<element name="object2" type="objectType"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complertType name="LeftOfType">
<sequence>
<element name="object1" type="objectType"/>
<element name="object2" type="objectType"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complextType name="UpperRightOfType">
<seqaence>
<element name="objectl" type="objectType"/>
<element name="object2" type="objectType"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complextType néune="LowerLe£tOfType">
<seqaence>
<elemeat name="objectl" type="objectType"/>
<element name="object2" type="objectType"/>
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</sequence)
</complexType>
<complextType name="WithinType">
<sequence>
<element name*"object1" type="obj ectType"/>
<element name*"object!" type*"obj ectType"/>
</sequence)
</complexType)
<complextType name="ContainType")
<sequence)
<element name*"object1" type*"objectType"/)
<element name*"object!" type*"objectType"/)
</sequence)
</complexType)
</schema>
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